Troy bilt power washer parts diagram

Genuine Troy-Bilt Parts Online. Troy-Bilt Pressure Washers. Pressure washers are handy for a
wide assortment of chores. Pressure washers blast off mud and dust off equipment, mold off
vinyl siding, dirt and bird droppings off decks and walkways, and even old paint off of wooden
surfaces. This determines the strength of the water pressure for cleaning. Troy-Bilt offers a
variety of pressure washers ranging from â€” PSI to suit your job requirements. Great pressure
washer for cleaning decks and walkways. It has PSI and an axial cam pump with 1. Fold down
handle makes the unit compact for storage. Perfect for driveways, patios or siding. It comes
with an onboard detergent tank and a foot high pressure hose. Handle folds down for compact
storage. This unit comes with a reliable cc Honda GCV engine. High Temperature Thermal Relief
protects your engine. Has maintenance free axial cam pump and a fold down handle design for
convenient storage. Comes with 3 quick-connect spray tips and a foot high pressure hose. The
biggest pressure washer from Troy-Bilt, this machine is great for tougher jobs that smaller
pressure washers cannot handle. This hard working machine puts out PSI and 2. This pressure
washer has a foot high pressure hose and 5 quick connect spray nozzle tips. A 1 gallon
detergent tank allows the operator to have a cleaning solution injected into the system. This is
just a brief glance at the options Troy-Bilt offers on their pressure washers. We will get you up
and running in record time. Site Powered by vNext Technologies , Inc. Not a Member Yet? Start
Here. Sign In my account. Troy-Bilt Pressure Washer Parts. Troy Pressure Washer Model:.
Troy-Bilt Pressure Washers Pressure washers are handy for a wide assortment of chores. Hello
Sign in and enjoy all the member benefits right now. Sign In Not a Member Yet? There should be
a Troy Bilt model number sticker down on the base frame. California Residents. Their pressure
washers range in size from 1, psi -4, psi with many models having pressure as ,,,,,,, and psi.
Most of the TROY BILT power washers are designed for the consumer, and be used for a variety
of tasks like driveways, houses, autos, patios, fences etc. There newer line is the XP which can
be listed as psi 2. While there are many different sizes to choose from depending on the your
budget and the speed at which you want to get the job done at. We all hope that over the years
we will never have to repair our TROYBILT pressure washer, but if you do we have the correct
replacement parts for your model. We have the replacement parts like pumps , guns , wands ,
tips , wheels and engine parts. Want to clean out the gutter we have an attachent for that. Want
to clean out your drain or down spout and not have to call a plumber, we have an attachment for
that. The pump will come with all the parts you need including color instructions to make it easy
for you. Need help? Part Number: GS. In Stock, 1 available. Ships in 1 - 9 business days. In
Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 5 available. Backorder: No ETA. In Stock, 7 available. Part Number:
PGS. In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 17 available. Part Number: CGS. In Stock, 18 available. In
Stock, 11 available. In Stock, 15 available. In Stock, 13 available. In Stock, 3 available. Part
Number: DGS. Part Number: WST. This repair video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or
damaged spark arrestor on your small engine. If your small engine isn't starting, you'll need to
diagnose many issues including the spark plug. This video walks you through the steps of how
to test for a spark using a spark tester. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a
small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again. Shopping
Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart.
Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Pressure Washer Parts.
Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B.
Popular Parts. Thermal Relief Valve. Chemical Injection Kit. Bottle, Oil. Push Nut. Pressure
Washer Parts. Repair Guides. How to Test a Small Engine for Spark If your small engine isn't
starting, you'll need to diagnose many issues including the spark plug. Quick Fix: How to
Replace the Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video will help you replace the spark plug on a
small engine which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again.
Accessories for the Troy-Bilt Need a new pump for Troy Built Pressure Washer. Dwayne for
model number asked on Hello Dwayne, thank you for your inquiry! The correct pump for your
model is part number GS. I hope this information helps! Related Parts: Pump. Did this question
help you? Yes No. I have a PSI 2. I cannot find a listing for the part number of the tank. Can you
help. Freddie asked on Hello Freddie, Thank you for the question. Sadly, we do not have the
requested part. I recommend contacting the manufacturer and seeing if they could provide you
with a part number, and then you are always welcome to check back to see if we carry the part.
Hope this helps! Motor sounds and runs fine After about 10 mins of use I start to lose pressure
Sort of a pulsating Is this an unloader problem Mark Critchlow for model number asked on Hello
Mark, thank you for writing. We hope this helps. Pump is leaking water while running and oil.
Engine runs good sprayer works as it should just has a oil slick under it while running. The
engine it not leaking oil. Jonathan for model number Honda PSI asked on Hello Jonathan, thank
you for your inquiry! If your power washer is leaking water directly from the pump, and there is
no noticeable damage such as a crack on the pump, it is likely that the internal piston seals are

worn or broken. The pump has pistons inside of it that create pressure to pull the water from the
intake and force it out of the nozzle. What is the part on page A part B. Is this the part that is
attached to the end of the clear tube that leads into the water line from the detergent tank. If so
what is the part number and how much does it cost? Grace for model number asked on Good
Day Grace. Thank you for your question in regards to your Model Number It connects the hose
that supplies the chemical cleaning solution. By searching the the part number on our website
Best Regards. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond
as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special
discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question!
Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Troy Bilt Pressure Washer redmga I start out with
pressure, but then lose pressure. Do you think the thermo relief valve part GS is bad? No water
is released from the valve when the pump is running. Hello redmga57, With water to the pump
and the engine running, do you get anything out of the spray wand? The Thermal relief valve is
an overheat protective device. Probably not the culprit. The valve gets stuck due to hard water
and corrosion and will not let the water in the pump circulate like it should. Question: Pressure
Control austin. Hello austin, The part you are looking for is the injector kit. It is part number GS.
Hope this helps, -WJA. Question: Wheel And Palnut mowerman Hello mowerman33, The part
number of the pal nut you are looking for is GS. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been
added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts
From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Part Number: GS. In Stock, 1 available.
Backorder: No ETA. Ships in 1 - 9 business days. In Stock, 22 available. In Stock, 7 available. In
Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 10 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 18 available. Part
Number: In Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 25 available. In Stock, 11 available. Part Number: QGS.
Not Available for Retail Sale. In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 15 available. In
Stock, 13 available. If your small engine isn't starting, you'll need to diagnose many issues
including the spark plug. This video walks you through the steps of how to test for a spark
using a spark tester. This repair video will instruct you how to repair a dirty or damaged spark
arrestor on your small engine. This video will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine
which will help get your gas powered equipment up and running again. Shopping Cart. Submit
Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved
shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Troy-Bilt Pressure Washer Parts. Continue Shopping
Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Decal, 6. Page B. Popular
Parts. Water Outlet Kit. Thermal Relief Valve. O Ring Kit. Manifold Housing. Filter, Garden Hose.
Kit, Check Valves. Assy, Extension. Pressure Washer Parts. Repair Guides. How to Test a Small
Engine for Spark If your small engine isn't starting, you'll need to diagnose many issues
including the spark plug. Quick Fix: How to Replace the Spark Plug in a Small Engine This video
will help you replace the spark plug on a small engine which will help get your gas powered
equipment up and running again. Accessories for the Troy-Bilt Need a carburetor for this Troy
Bilt pressure washer,I need a part number that will work with this machine. Jimmy for model
number asked on Hello Jimmy, thank you for writing. We will need the engine's model number
to look into this. We look forward to hearing back from you. Did this question help you? Yes No.
In need of a carburetor repair kit mainly just the needle valve seal Thomas for model number
asked on Hello Thomas and thanks for writing. The engine in your unit was actually made by a
different manufacturer; consequently, the replacement parts for your engine are listed under the
engine's model number. We do carry related parts for units just like yours. For example, part
number GS Good luck with your repair. Related Parts: Water Outlet Kit. John for model number
asked on Hi John, Thank you for your question. If your pressure cooker is shutting down after it
begins to build pressure, you may have a worn or damaged seal. You will need to inspect the
seal and replace it if it is damaged. We hope this helps. Thank you and have a great day. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed.
Question: Troybilt Droid1. My Troybilt won't start I put a little gsd in carb motor starts and
immediately shuts down I cleaned carb new plug new gas new oil can't figure out why won't
start. Hi Droid1 Make sure the main jet and the main nozzle emulsion tube in the carburetor are
both clear. Question: Pressure Washer maderise. Hello maderise, That sounds like a problem
with the unloader kit, or spill valve part number GS. It is one of the most common problem with
pressure washers. We have an article and video on how to replace this part. It is about a
Karcher pressure washer, but it will give you a good idea on how to replace yours. Here is a link
to it. Hope this helps, -WJA. My unit will not turn over let alone start. Any suggestions? Troy

built presure washer Honda engine model Will not then over used 1 hour about 2 years ago. Any
suggestions. Hello , You may have a dirty or clogged carburetor. We have an article and video
on the proper way to clean it. Here is the link to it. Question: Pressure Washer rdehoyos. My fuel
tank is leaking. Can I order a replacement fu
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el tank for my Troy Built pressure washer. Hello rdehoyos, Troy-Bilt did not manufacture the
engine for this pressure washer. You will need to locate a label or tag on the engine with the
manufactures name and model number and most of the time the type number also. Once you
fine that you should be able to locate the fuel tank for it. I have taken apart water inlet, pump
manifold and with high pressure hose off get no flow with the motor off and also when running.
Motor runs fine and rotary portion of pump moves freely. Is there any other diagnostic step to
take to determine if manifold assembly is bad? Hello Scott, We have prepared an article and
video that might help you with your pressure washer problems. Question: Replacemnet Pump
kerry. Hello kerry, If the pump is purchased from ereplacementparts. Sign up. Thank you! Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

